Introduction

Exeed Litecrete products are a low unit weight, modern construction material with the exceptional thermal insulation. It is a versatile material which is able to provide solutions below ground in foundation walls, in suspended beam and block floors and all types of internal and external walling situations.

Exeed Litecrete products have been used for the inner leaf of cavity walls in conjunction with the various insulation materials, making a valuable contribution to the overall thermal performance of the building.

More recently the introduction of thin jointed block work has seen Exeed System providing a fast build method by adapting techniques proven to suit UAE construction methods.

Authority
Exeed Litecrete products are marked to BS EN 771-4, and are manufactured under a Quality System complying with Dubai Municipality.

Appearance
Exeed blocks have a white medium textured surface. Each product type is supplied in wooden pallet.

Working with Exeed Litecrete
Exeed products have excellent working characteristics. They are light and easy to handle and quick to install. They can be easily cut, chased and fixed into. Exeed AAC is suitable for finishing with render, cladding, plaster or dry lining.
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Overview:
Exeed Litecrete Company was established with the main objective of providing the highest quality building material. The company is a manufacturer of AAC Blocks with the specifications to match the most demanding of building requirements. It is able to offer a product for every application from an extensive network of production facilities.

Corporate History:
Exeed Litecrete Company is a group of companies owned by Exeed industries. Exeed Litecrete is a part of one of the biggest group in UAE and started its commercial production in 2009.

Location:
Located in the industrial city of Abu Dhabi ICAD2, the industrial hub of Gulf region. Exeed Litecrete clients have numerous advantages, some of which are:
Excellent logistics, land connections are available to all parts of UAE at competitive rates close proximity to Mussafah for export options.
Abu Dhabi is well connected by Road to all the emirates & Gulf Countries, and has fully developed infrastructure & communication facilities.

Market Position:
Exeed Litecrete Company is a leading manufacturing facility in the region with the distinction of providing high quality AAC products with utmost perfection. This could be achieved due to an extensive range of production skills, innovative ideas together with most modern equipment. The Company is the first choice for many Civil contracting companies.

Personnel:
Mr. Ajay Mathur General Manager (email:info@litecrete.ae) heads the team, a veteran in building material industry with over 16 years experience. He is assisted by a professional team of over 100 highly skilled personnel trained by European companies such Wehrhahn, Germany. The support staff in Marketing, Client Service, Logistics, Procurement, Finance, Administration, is headed by qualified and industry specialized personnel.

Facilities:
The plant occupies about 120,000 m2. Area comprising the production facility, Storage and Offices. State of the art latest new equipment and a continuous updating program has enabled us to offer consistent high quality product produced to our customers’ specifications. We offer a full range of technical services. Our present facility includes:
Exeed Litecrete AAC Block Advantages

Thermal Insulation  Fire Resistant  Speed Construction

Pest Resistance  Workability  Environment Safety

• Acoustic Insulation  Moisture/Water Resistant